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More Praise for Building the Future

“City building may be the most important challenge of the 21st century, and it is a 
challenge that needs entrepreneurial brilliance as much as engineering. Edmondson 
and Reynolds provide an engaging glimpse at innovators—such as Living PlanIT 
and Quintain—who are changing our urban world. This thoughtful book is full of 
managerial wisdom and urban insight.”
—Edward Glaeser, Glimp Professor of Economics, Harvard University, and author of 

Triumph of the City

“Building the Future is a remarkable book. It introduces readers to the cross-
industry teaming that’s needed to build the cities of tomorrow and offers an 
urgent reminder that technology alone can’t solve global problems—cooperation, 
ingenuity, and empathy are needed to innovate on a grand stage. A must-read for 
anyone interested in the future of business or the future of the planet.”
—Douglas Stone, Lecturer on Law, Harvard Law School, and coauthor of Diffi cult 

Conversations and Thanks for the Feedback

“Every start-up wants to change the world and disrupt an industry or two along 
the way. But what happens when you don’t? Edmondson and Reynolds glean 
important lessons from the story of one such company grappling with the biggest 
challenge of our time: building more sustainable cities. Their inside account of 
setbacks and brushes with failure has more to teach us than any just-so stories 
of success.”
—Greg Lindsay, coauthor of Aerotropolis and Senior Fellow, New Cities Foundation

“What we witness in this thoughtful and compelling study is one of the heroic 
battles that are being enacted across the globe as visionary, fl eet-footed technol-
ogy start-ups collide with big business and the politics of government. As the 
urbanization of the planet gathers pace and governments grapple with the fateful 
consequences, can technology support a better future for our cities? Building the 
Future follows a small start-up business that believes it can and examines the 
leadership demands of ambition on this scale.”
—Andrew Comer, Partner and Director of the Cities Group, BuroHappold Engineering

“Get ready. What you are about to read is unlike anything you’ve read before on 
innovation, teams, the built environment, or even leadership. Edmondson and 
Reynolds—a world-class academic and journalist—have joined forces to explore, 
document, and understand how complex innovation actually unfolds and the 
leadership required for its success. Based on multiyear observations of an en-
trepreneurial effort to build a smart, green city, Building the Future brings the 
challenges of the future into the present so we can see what it will take to create 
a world that works for all of us.”
—Diana McLain Smith, author of The Elephant in the Room
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Preface

CURIOUS ABOUT INNOVATION IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT, WE JUMPED 

at the chance to study a startup with the audacious goal of transforming 
the urban landscape with technology. Wherever you work, the demand for 
innovation is likely intense. After all, developing great new products that 
delight customers is a surefire way to win in a competitive marketplace. 
But this book tackles a different kind of innovation challenge—the kind 
that involves introducing not a new product but an entire new system.

Consider two history-shaping innovations found in the kitchen of 
most modern households. One, the refrigerator, transformed how we eat 
by enabling the preservation of perishable foods for days and even weeks. 
The other, the telephone, a smaller object with far greater physical reach, 
puts us in instant contact with distant friends and colleagues. Today both 
are taken-for-granted household objects.

A crucial difference between these familiar innovations is that one is 
a stand-alone product and the other functions as part of a complex system. 
That difference motivates this book. The refrigerator can be purchased, 
delivered, and used—like hundreds of other products we might find in the 
home. The telephone, in contrast, does little on its own. To have practical 
use, an entire system of components, wires, poles, regulations, services, and 
customers had to be developed around it, involving players from multiple 
industry sectors. Putting Alexander Graham Bell’s 1876 patent for a device 
to transmit the human voice through an electric current into world-
changing use required, in short, the cooperative action of technologists, 
service personnel, government regulators, real estate owners, designers, 
builders, electricians, lumber companies, operators, and more. When the 
first telephone exchange—with 21 subscribers—was built in 1877 in New 
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Haven, Connecticut, a few of these players had come together to present 
a first, small-scale demonstration of a telecommunications system.

It would be many years before thousands of people participated in 
the telecommunications system, even more years (and more technological 
innovation) before the first transcontinental call in 1915, and another 
decade still before the first transatlantic call in 1926. Although continued 
innovation in telecommunications has occurred in every decade since, 
the massive world-changing innovation lay in the creation of that first 
telephone exchange system. Interestingly, that innovation was inspired by 
a lecture given by Bell but was not created by him. Its lead creator, George 
Coy, not a household name like the famous Bell, nonetheless played an 
essential a role in building the future of telecommunications.1

Just as a telecommunications system could not be developed by a 
single individual or a single product development team, or even by a single 
company, the innovation journey we highlight in this book also involves 
players from multiple industries. And as we argue in this book, intro-
ducing system innovations, no matter how audacious, starts small, with 
a pilot of some kind from which people can learn—the equivalent of that 
New Haven exchange.

Because it is hard for most of us to imagine a world before telephony, 
we rarely step back to consider What does it take for determined visionaries 
to mobilize people and technologies to build the future? That is the ques-
tion we tackle in this book. Certain kinds of audacious, world-changing 
innovations—like smart, green, livable, human-scale cities—are difficult 
to bring into being because there are simply too many things that have 
to change in a coordinated manner. These are the very real challenges of 
building the future, of bringing desired new and complex possibilities into 
existence, on purpose. They are considerable and at times overwhelming 
to contemplate, but they are surmountable, as human history has shown.

To bring to life the human story that underlies multisector collabora-
tion and future-building, we decided to take a deep dive into a single case 
study of audacious innovation.2 We followed the journey of a smart-city 
startup and found that it offered a fascinating and intimate glimpse of the 
people—their ideas and their interactions—behind audacious innovation. 
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One of us (Amy) is a management professor and expert in leadership, 
teaming, and innovation; the other (Susan) is a seasoned journalist who 
has written countless pieces in the popular press that bring engaging 
human stories to a wide audience. We hope you will find that the combi-
nation of our backgrounds brings timely leadership lessons to life in a new 
and compelling way.

As is true for all startups, the odds were stacked against the 
young company you’ll get to know in the pages ahead. Most startups 
fail—90 percent, according to Fortune magazine3—yet most entrepreneurs 
are confident that their new enterprises will defy the odds. The inherently 
overconfident (some might say delusional) nature of the entrepreneur is 
part of the phenomenon we encounter when we study future-building. 
But most books about startups look back through hindsight-tinted glasses 
to describe the fortuitous beginnings of iconic companies like Apple or 
Google. Instead we took the risky path of following a startup in real time, 
from its initial coalescing around a big vision through its next few years. 
Without knowing the ultimate fate of the company, much can be learned 
about building the future from studying its journey. We are grateful for 
the privileged access the founders gave us, and of course we agreed not 
to disclose information they wished to keep confidential. At times that 
agreement limits our narrative, but it does not hamper the development 
of broadly applicable leadership lessons from our research.

The context we chose for studying audacious innovation is the 
smart-city industry. This new and fast-growing domain is focused on 
transforming the potential of cities to be green and livable by integrating 
the latest information technologies into the urban built environment. 
Few arenas offer more potential to transform the future—nor more hurdles 
to doing so.

One hurdle in particular emerged early in our research and became 
the central thread throughout this book: the need for what we now call 
Big Teaming to design and deliver transformational change in the built 
environment. Big Teaming takes cross-disciplinary teamwork to the next 
level, to a larger stage than prior books on this topic. We show why cross-
sector teaming is so hard, and we offer research-based ideas for how to do 
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it well in the pursuit of audacious innovation. In so doing we hope that 
this book contributes a small piece of a complex, adaptive blueprint for 
building the future.

Amy C. Edmondson and Susan Salter Reynolds
October 2015
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P R O L O G U E

A Citizen of the World

HE ALMOST MISSED CLASS.

Steve Lewis arrived on the Harvard campus on a clear, cold February 
morning in 2010, minutes before the start of class, just slightly out of breath. 
Second-year business school students were already in their seats—talking, 
opening laptops, reviewing their notes—as Lewis came in hurriedly and 
sat down to observe. The class would be discussing a brand-new case study 
written about his young company, a startup with the lofty goal of building 
a state-of-the-art smart city in Portugal.

Toward the end of the class, Lewis took his place in front of the 
room with a noticeable lack of notes, papers, briefcase, or burden of any 
kind. He placed his iPhone next to the water glass and began to tell his 
story—the story of founding a company called Living PlanIT.

It had been an ordinary week for Lewis—five countries in two days—
that included meetings with government officials and business executives, 
panels, interviews, and keynote speeches, followed by a quick hop to the 
United States to give several talks, including at Harvard Business School. 
Lewis had been giving lectures for years, especially when he was a senior 
executive at Microsoft, so why was he out of breath?

“I call myself a ‘world citizen,’” he says with a chuckle, “which means 
I don’t always carry the correct papers.” Lewis, actually a citizen of the 
United Kingdom, was on his way through immigration at New York’s JFK 
Airport when he was told he didn’t have the correct visa. Some years earlier 
he had applied to renew his green card, but he missed the deadline for reap-
plication. By the time a judge issued a summary deportation notice, Lewis 
had left the country, so immigration officials on the ground in February 
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2010 would not let him enter the United States. They drove him around 
the perimeter of the airport to a holding room. Asked if he had any rela-
tives in the country, Lewis supplied two names. Immigration officials first 
called his son, Christian Lewis, who thought the call was a prank. “I have 
no idea who he is,” Christian retorted and hung up. They then called his 
stepdaughter, a US Marine, but she was on a base in San Diego and could 
not be reached. At that point, Lewis admits, “it was looking a bit dodgy.”

Here’s where his story takes a bizarre turn—and reveals much about 
the founder of the future-building company at the center of this book. 
Lewis had been held for so long that the airport office was closing. As a 
detainee, he now had certain rights: a shower, some food, and a rest at a 
not-so-nearby detention center in New Jersey. Apologetic staff shackled 
Lewis in handcuffs and leg braces and put him in the back of a van with 
his luggage, which fortunately held a cell phone. Once in the van, Lewis 
was able to send texts to friends and thereby contact an acquaintance at 
the US State Department, who told him they would send a lawyer.

At the detention center, Lewis was strip-searched, and his personal 
possessions were confiscated. The young official checking him in admitted 
he had been on the job for only two weeks and did not really know how to 
enter Lewis’s information in the computer or print out the necessary labels 
for his possessions. “So I had to check myself in,” Lewis recalls with irony.

He was put in a large shared cell with long-term immigration 
detainees, a coin-operated phone box, and a toilet in full view. Some 
of the guys had been in there for months. Fights broke out over tooth-
brushes. “They were scary guys,” he says. “And there I was, an ex-executive 
from Microsoft. But I grew up in a rough neighborhood,” Lewis explains. 
“I knew how to handle them.”

After many hours a guard announced that they would be deporting 
Lewis from the United States. Lewis was escorted back to the terminal 
by four policemen. Then one of the immigration officials who had been 
helpful the day before came in on his day off to deliver good news: Lewis’s 
papers had come through from the State Department. To bypass immi-
gration regulations, Lewis was admitted to the United States on humani-
tarian grounds. (His passport, Lewis notes, stills bears that stamp on the 
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last page: Admitted for Humanitarian Reasons.) “It was,” he says, “my 
36 hours in hell.”

Did Lewis lose his temper at any point during this humiliating 
process? Apparently not. In telling the story, he seems to not even consider 
outrage as a response. His stance is more bemused than shocked. Lewis 
does not seem to remember the bad guys from the episode—those who 
were rude or insensitive—but he remembers the ones who were polite 
and kind.

What really gets him, he explains, is the galling inefficiency of the 
bureaucracies involved—the poor communication, the splintered data, 
the siloed agencies (not unlike most modern cities). What drives Lewis 
forward, we began to realize, is the opportunity to use technology to 
solve problems that originate between silos. He wants to fix the system. 
Sometimes, in his desire to problem-solve into the future, he forgets the 
little things that populate the present—like visas.

Lewis’s talk about Living PlanIT in the Harvard Business School 
class ended, abruptly, like a car running out of gas midjourney. Students 
stopped typing or scribbling but remained hovered over keyboards and 
notebooks, unsure that he had, in fact, come to an end. Some looked 
puzzled; others, eager or amazed; still others, downright skeptical. Was the 
company viable? What was it? A tech startup? A real estate play? An office 
park? Was he really going to build a brand-new green city from scratch? 
The classroom was silent for a moment, but only a moment.

Then the hands shot up in the air.
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C H A P T E R  1

Building the Future

There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more 

uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things.

—Machiavelli, The Prince

BUILDING THE FUTURE. TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND CONSIDER WHAT THIS 

means, living in the twenty-first century. It doesn’t mean the next iPhone, 
the next electric car, or even the first molecular teletransporter (à la Star 
Trek). These could all certainly qualify as life-changing, history-shaping 
innovations, but building the future does not mean building isolated prod-
ucts. The lone innovator bathed in cathode-ray green lights in his garage 
late at night designing the next amazing thing is not the protagonist of 
our story.

We are interested instead in innovations that constitute a new order 
of things—interacting elements that must work together and simply aren’t 
worth much alone. When we talk about building the future, we’re talking 
about bringing new complex systems into being. This book explains why 
this is so hard and what leaders can do to make it easier.

The very phrase building the future has two critical parts, the verb 
and the noun. Building captures the process of constructing something, of 
putting pieces together into a new integrated whole. The noun, the future, 
is the target. Envisioning the future is only the first step toward building 
it. What’s the next step? Read on.

You could say that with every step each of us takes, we are, in fact, 
building the future: each time we use resources carefully, each time we 
remember to turn out the lights, each time we choose a bicycle over a car. 
While it is certainly true that the future is always unfolding—arriving 
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whether we actively pursue it or not—some pioneers glimpse techno-
logical or societal possibilities before the rest of us do, and they set out to 
make them happen. Building the future is about bringing a desired future 
into being on purpose.

Today we have the opportunity to build the future consciously and 
proactively. Building the future is by its nature audacious innovation. 
Inherently creative, building a desired future is fueled by vision and real-
ized through experimentation. Our research focused on the built envi-
ronment as a particularly timely and vital arena for future-building. We 
studied people from organizations in several industries that contribute 
to innovation in the built environment, and we learned that it requires 
intense collaboration and a particular kind of leadership. As we will see, 
future-building takes time—and failure is a necessary part of the journey.

A New Order of Things

Future-building is hard. When success requires introducing what 
Machiavelli, in the sixteenth century, called “a new order of things,” success 
is likely to be elusive. This is because bringing together diverse elements 
(technologies, plans, people, or organizations) to create a functioning 
whole presents countless ways for integration to break down. Teaming 
across disciplinary and industry boundaries is needed to respond to the 
spectacular challenges the world faces today, but it requires a new way of 
working, a new way of thinking, and a new way of being.

Future-building challenges are not limited to the built environment. 
The 2014 Ebola outbreak in West Africa was a terrifying example of a 
specific need for a novel systemic response, enacted by diverse organiza-
tions working together around the world. A response had to be designed 
on the fly under enormous pressure, while more and more people inside 
and outside Africa were diagnosed with the disease. Government, health-
care, university, and nonprofit organizations with varying priorities were 
forced to work together. President Barack Obama appointed Ron Klain 
as (the unfortunately titled) “Ebola czar” to help coordinate the diverse 
inputs of all of these groups. The idea, as reported (and hotly contested) at 
the time, was that the situation called for someone who could set priorities 
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and get government agencies and private-sector organizations of all kinds 
to work together to innovate. Its success was also contested.

The 2010 rescue of 33 Chilean miners trapped beneath 2,000 feet 
of rock harder than granite was another such situation. Against all odds 
a magnificently coordinated and highly innovative rescue operation 
unfolded—knitting together the ideas and efforts of experts from multiple 
countries, industries, and sectors to produce a novel process and a remark-
able outcome.1 The leadership practices that allowed this success are 
remarkably similar to those we develop in this book.

In these examples crisis-motivated innovation required cross-
boundary collaboration. Other cases of future-building involve pioneers 
setting the forces of complex innovation in motion. Consider the emer-
gence of the telecommunications system a century ago. It starts, of course, 
with the invention of a telephone, and before that its subcomponents—the 
mechanical acoustic devices for transmitting speech and music over a 
distance greater than that of normal human interaction. But to function 
in its intended way, the telephone required a complex infrastructure of 
components—wires, poles, monitors, switches, protocols, regulations, and 
more, extending over vast geographies—to be developed around it.

Sometimes future-building requires little in the way of technolog-
ical innovation—just system building. When Fred Smith, CEO of FedEx, 
wrote a college term paper on the idea of an overnight-delivery service, he 
could not possibly have imagined—or single-handedly developed—all the 
moving parts that would be required to turn that vision into the $27 billion 
company it is today. What he did imagine was “a completely different 
logistics system.”2

Working as a charter pilot, Smith could see the extent to which air 
travel was used to fly packages around, primarily for big companies like 
IBM and Xerox. The logistics, as reported by fellow pilots, were a night-
mare. Airfreight at the time, Smith noticed, relied on passenger planes. 
What was needed was a whole new infrastructure that would take the 
logistical burden off passenger airlines and centralize it. He envisioned a 
nationwide clearinghouse and an integrated system of cars, trucks, and 
planes. His system required sophisticated information technology (IT) to 
allow unprecedented precision and a new way of tracking items as they 
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moved around the world. For the service to function as intended, the 
tracking system would need handheld computers and machine-readable, 
sequentially numbered bar codes. It required obtaining new radio frequen-
cies and designing new equipment for trucks. Government deregulation 
of the airlines in 1978 was the final piece of the puzzle, clearing FedEx for 
takeoff. Smith, leading the innovation journey that put all of these parts 
together, thus created a whole new order of things.

What It Takes to Build the Future

Future-building is creative and iterative but not haphazard. It is inter-
disciplinary, and it takes leadership to bring it about. While few would 
advocate for rigid organizational hierarchies anymore, understanding and 
practicing the new forms of leadership that enable complex, team-based, 
whole-system innovation is—we’ll say it again and again—challenging. 
In this book we describe two basic requirements that entrepreneurs and 
leaders of mature organizations alike must embrace to build a sustain-
able future.

The first is a new kind of collaboration that spans more (and more-
diverse) groups than ever before. We call this Big Teaming. The second—
essential to enabling the first—is leadership that blends big vision and 
small action to pursue audacious innovation. Big vision inspires, calling 
attention to what might be possible. But achieving big vision is never 
straightforward. It is essential to empower people to experiment with small 
action that might, with luck and skill, help bring the vision about. In the 
case study of a smart-city startup that runs throughout this book, the chal-
lenge of spanning industry boundaries looms large, while experimenting 
through small action proves both elusive and essential.

Big Teaming

Many organizations have shifted to a new way of working that makes 
teaming and learning part of the job.3 Prior work on teaming includes 
examples of people in crisis situations working together to surmount 
seemingly impossible, but finite, challenges. In such situations people 
often team up across geographical, social, and cultural boundaries to get 
the job done. Building the future takes teaming to the next level. The 
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same fundamental principles apply, but the distances between players 
are greater than when we encourage cross-functional teamwork within a 
company. The boundaries are more difficult to cross. Goals are more often 
at odds. And clashing professional cultures are likely to inhibit meaningful 
communication.

In this book we highlight both the challenges and the opportuni-
ties that lie in teaming across the cultural divides that separate people in 
different industries. To do this we first must explore how industry cultures 
differ, taking a deep dive, chapter by chapter, into five domains—infor-
mation technology (chapter 3), real estate development (chapter 4), city 
government (chapter 5), architecture and construction (chapter 6), and the 
modern corporation (chapter 7). As we do so, we follow the ups and downs 
of a startup’s efforts to span these industry boundaries. In each chapter 
we supplement our field research with published sources to paint fuller 
portraits of the industry than our case study could provide on its own. We 
then take a look, in chapter 8, at why it’s difficult to collaborate across these 
worlds and what leaders can do to facilitate it. Chapter 9 updates our case 
study and concludes with ideas about how leaders can integrate big vision 
with small smart action.

Leading Audacious Innovation

Future-building leadership starts with imagination that fuels vision: ambi-
tious, bold, creative vision informed by deep expertise in a relevant field 
and yet paradoxically open enough to adapt when needed. Such vision 
thus has three essential components; it’s bold, it’s meaningful, and it’s open 
to adaptation as more is learned.

Big vision must be followed—and dynamically realized—by small 
action: small, tentative action that is deliberately framed as an experi-
ment and that builds knowledge quickly. This iterative process of action, 
feedback, and learning expects and tolerates failure on the way to success. 
It takes a particular leadership mind-set to cope with the contradictory 
demands of envisioning and advocating audacious new possibilities while 
engaging in small imperfect action, not to mention the contradictory 
demands of believing in one’s own vision while enrolling a host of other 
experts to help transform that vision.
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Balancing the competing goals of influencing and innovating is thus 
a new and essential leadership practice for future-building. When you’re 
doing the new-new thing, it is easy to prioritize activities that build cred-
ibility in the external world, such as giving talks and building relation-
ships with prestigious players in varied sectors.4 This can mean that the 
actual work of the organization—the day-to-day work of innovating and 
developing products and people—takes a backseat to selling a story and 
building a reputation. The charisma and excitement that swirl around a 
pioneer’s vision are critical for drawing people into the orbit, building 
a solid team, generating funds, and building the ecosystem of players it 
takes to realize that vision. But a leader’s focus must encompass the outside 
and the inside, influencing (vision) and innovating (action). Through our 
multicultural journey across the various industries with which we came 
into close contact during our study, we offer some ideas about how to 
manage this tension.5

In sum this book proposes that building the future requires three 
crucial, ongoing activities: building a shared vision that evolves as more 
is learned, building meaningful cross-sector relationships, and building an 
iterative collaborative process. The diagram Leading Audacious Innovation 
through Big Teaming depicts these activities. To explain why they matter—
and how to bring them about—we use a case study that highlights both the 
opportunities and the challenges of Big Teaming for audacious innovation.

A Case Study of Future-Building

This book is our way of wrapping our minds around these enormous chal-
lenges by studying people who, one brick, one dollar, one sensor at a time, 
sit in meetings and in front of computer screens and occasionally get out 
to see a physical landscape in their efforts to create a new order of things. 
In fact, so much is new about these efforts that it can be hard for observers 
(and even for those involved) to know what to make of the promises, the 
expectations, and the progress along the way.

Our ideas are conveyed with the help of a longitudinal case study—a 
human story that reveals certain truths about managing complex innova-
tions—supplemented by archival research on smart-city projects carried 
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 ◾ Building an 
adaptive shared 
vision

 ◾ Building 
cross-sector 
relationships

 ◾ Building an 
iterative collab-
orative process 
(small action, 
fast learning)

Big Teaming Audacious 
Innovation

Leading Audacious Innovation through Big Teaming

Big Vision

 ◾ Bold

 ◾ Meaningful

 ◾ Adaptable

out by other organizations and by interviews with leading thinkers and 
practitioners in related fields. These additional sources help us set the 
context that gave rise to the founding of the small company at the center 
of our research: Living PlanIT. We watched the company grow and change, 
stumble and get back up, and reinvent itself. Sometimes we thought we 
could see the future of Living PlanIT alongside the Apples and Googles 
and Facebooks of the world. Other times we wondered whether Living 
PlanIT could navigate the seemingly insurmountable challenges ahead.

Living PlanIT was pursuing a bold vision. When we encountered the 
company, its scope—building a brand-new sustainable high-tech city from 
scratch to lead the way to building more such cities around the world—was 
breathtaking. The company struggled with doing anything small, anything 
partway. We learned of the team’s conviction that being big was integral to 
their strategy. It seemed, sometimes, that it had to be all or nothing. But 
what might the company do to test its vision, develop its strategies, and 
make steady progress toward the ultimate prize of building the future?

Whatever the long-term fate of Living PlanIT, we could not have 
chosen a better opportunity to learn what building the future truly involves. 
The company gave us a rare opportunity to glimpse a group of creative, 
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hardworking people pursuing a dream. Intrigued by the promise of smart-
city innovation, at times we suspended disbelief. To set the stage for our 
research, we start with some background on the urban built environment, 
drawing from the chorus of voices that has considered its challenges and 
opportunities.

The Built Environment

To study how pioneers introduce a new order of things, we chose to 
focus on the built environment because of the opportunity it affords for 
audacious innovation. Long a laggard in the innovation landscape, the 
built environment today is suddenly again a target for change. Just as 
Renaissance visionaries like Leonardo da Vinci and Christopher Wren 
combined applied mathematics and philosophy to introduce revolu-
tionary advances that transformed the size, span, and strength of build-
ings, modern-day visionaries are recognizing the potential to transform 
what we build—and how we build it—by leveraging advances in materials 
and information technologies. Buildings and cities, they argue, can be 
smarter, greener, more efficient, and more livable. And many have begun 
to believe that there are business opportunities to be exploited in making 
them that way. Today, as we explain in chapter 2, these activities are called 
the smart-city industry.

The built environment refers to “the human-made surroundings that 
provide the setting for human activity, ranging in scale from buildings and 
parks or green space to neighborhoods and cities that can often include 
their supporting infrastructure, such as water supply or energy networks.”6 
Public health experts define the built environment as “the human-made 
space in which people live, work, and recreate on a day-to-day basis.” 
The term encompasses places and spaces created or modified by people, 
including buildings, parks, and transportation systems. In short the built 
environment comprises the complex systems that we inhabit and depend 
on in our daily lives.

Cities—collections of buildings, streets, parks, airports, offices, 
stores, transportation systems, and more—have become the target of 
future-building innovation across a surprising range of disciplines. Some 
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innovations relate to retrofitting existing cities with smart technologies; 
others involve creating new cities from scratch.

What is a city? The dividing lines between cities, towns, and non-
cities are difficult to draw. Wikipedia defines a city as a relatively large and 
permanent settlement. But how large? In Shanghai recently, a graduate 
student told us she was from a small town. Probing further, we learned 
that her hometown’s population was 400,000—a large city in New England. 
For now we’ll have to be content with understanding cities as locations, 
people, economic activity, and municipal entities combined. Cities today 
have become critical hotspots for innovation. How cities are built and 
managed matters far more than ever for the future of humanity.

But why hasn’t the innovation happened faster?
This book shows that innovation in the built environment can be 

stymied by a lack of common language among the essential players. 
Industry expertise, jargon, values, time frames, and more form silos that 
make it hard to collaborate. People in real estate have their business models 
and priorities; people in construction have certain ways of planning and 
completing projects; mayors and others in city government have their 
priorities and time lines; and techies, long portrayed as social mavericks, 
have their expectations and frustrations, too.

Cities have always evolved—but gradually. The earliest cities were 
powered by human decisions and actions, with human and animal power 
the only source of energy. People transported water, grew food, built struc-
tures, and removed waste products as best they could with the help of their 
livestock. Later cities developed extensive mechanized supply systems—
waterworks, sewer systems, power supplies, streetlights—that took over 
and managed critical urban inputs and outputs centrally, each with its 
own specialized workforce. Today more and more essential functions are 
digital in nature7—smart.

Smart cities, as defined by author Anthony Townsend, are “places 
where information technology is combined with infrastructure, architec-
ture, everyday objects, and even our bodies to address social, economic, 
and environmental problems.”8 With novelty comes a proliferation of 
terms, and this arena is no exception.9 Whether cities are problems or 
solutions is a matter of some debate.
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Cities as Problems, Cities as Solutions

Historically, cities have gotten a bad rap. Cities are resource hogs. Higher 
average living standards in cities compared with rural areas translate into 
greater energy use and higher per capita carbon emissions. Cities are 
responsible for roughly 70 percent of all greenhouse gas emissions but 
house only half of the population.10 The city as physical or moral cesspool 
is an engrained postindustrial image. Here urbanization and squalor go 
hand in hand. In part this notion is a true depiction of rapid, unplanned 
growth. Vast population increases at the edges of so-called megacities 
give rise to health hazards, desperate places, shantytowns replete with 
environmental risks, and crime, often in the shadow of affluent suburbs. 
The favelas of Brazil provide vivid examples.

As many have noted, global urbanization brings a host of challenges. 
The UN World Economic and Social Survey 2013: Sustainable Development 
Challenges report calls for a “transformation of the energy system,” partic-
ularly in cities:

To achieve this energy transformation together with food and nutri-
tion security, sustainability of cities, and other development goals 
after 2015, large-scale investments will be needed. Such investments 
will require sufficient levels of supply of long-term financing, and they 
will have to be carried out both by public actors through increased 
public expenditure and by the private sector, which will depend criti-
cally on creating the right incentives for investments in sustainable 
development.11

A recent study comparing data from 100 cities in 33 nations showed 
that cities without well-developed public transportation had dramatically 
higher levels of greenhouse gas emissions.12 Denver, for example, weighed 
in with twice the greenhouse gas emissions per capita (21.5 tons) of New 
York City and even Shanghai.13

In his popular albeit controversial 2010 book, Green Metropolis, 
David Owen makes the case that cities are, in fact, an ecological way to 
live because they boast density, which means less driving compared with 
suburban communities.14 Economist Edward Glaeser makes a similar 
point in Triumph of the City.15 Both books fairly gush about the social, 
economic, and environmental virtues of cities.
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A growing chorus of voices conjures the city as a sparkling solution 
to environmental ills, with images of silent transportation gliding along, 
energy-producing architecture in harmony with the environment, and 
landscaping both beautiful and edible. Open space, places to walk and play. 
Café’s everywhere. Green parks. Bicycles. The Emerald City.

Interest in smart sustainable cities has grown as people in different 
sectors investigate pieces of the urban population boom puzzle. The idea 
that humans are the problem, long a tenet of the environmental move-
ment, has shifted a bit to make room for a vision of people as problem 
solvers.16 Despite substantial differences in beliefs, strategies, principles, 
and methods, most agree that an explosion in the apparent need for cities 
offers a clear, if challenging, opportunity for getting it right, for building 
cities that are viable and dynamic, exciting and green, and hotbeds of 
innovation and efficiency.

Peter Calthorpe, a founder of the Congress of New Urbanism, an 
organization promoting sustainable, walkable, mixed-use urban commu-
nities, and the author of Urbanism in the Age of Climate Change, has written 
that “urbanism is the foundation for a low-carbon future,” and the most 
cost-effective solution to climate change, even more so than renewable 
energy.17 Urbanism allows us to do more with less. Calthorpe’s eponymous 
urban design firm, Calthorpe Associates, was named one of the 25 “inno-
vators on the cutting edge” by Newsweek for its work redefining models 
of growth in America. “Good urbanism,” Calthorpe maintains, is defined 
by “three basic principles”:

One is human scale, which has to do with designing public spaces 
around the pedestrian rather than the car. Ironically, human scale can 
exist in incredibly dense places, like Manhattan, or in relatively low 
density places, like the historic centers of our rural towns. . . . Diversity 
is another key ingredient of urbanism . . . you have to have a range 
of uses mixed together, you can’t isolate housing and shopping and 
employment into separate zones. . . . You [also] need a diverse popula-
tion—you can’t isolate age groups, income groups, and family types. 
. . . The third principle, which wasn’t historically part of urbanism, is 
conservation and restoration.18
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These principles—human scale, diversity, and conservation—are not 
at odds with smart technologies but rather are complementary strategies 
for improving urban livability and resource use.

Meanwhile cities are widely recognized as engines for economic 
growth and innovation. Today only 600 urban centers generate about 
60 percent of global gross domestic product (GDP). Tokyo, with its 
35 million people and nearly $1.2 trillion in economic output, ranks 
among the world’s top 15 economies, larger than the nations of India and 
Mexico. Cities encompass the largest and fastest-growing concentration 
of natural resource consumption and are, consequently, a logical place to 
focus sustainability efforts.

Taken together these perspectives—viewing cities as solutions that 
foster livability, sustainability, and innovation—have laid a foundation for 
smart-city innovation.

Smart Cities, Smart Buildings

The late William J. Mitchell, professor at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and a leading thinker in the field of digital technology 
and urban studies, believed in the possibility of smart cities. Technologically 
networked urban environments could be superbly responsive to the needs 
of their inhabitants, he argued. Through information and communication 
technology (ICT), combining hardware (embedded sensors in buildings 
and infrastructure that can detect activity of various types) and software 
(that stores and uses data), cities could provide customized services to 
inhabitants on demand, enhancing efficiency and livability. In Mitchell’s 
vision networked smart cities would generate collective intelligence in 
communities. It would be easy to make better decisions—without ever 
having to sit around a table to debate them.

This vision may slowly be turning into reality. ICT systems are 
starting to be used in managing energy, transportation, and waste.19 Smart-
city advocates conceive of vast systems for collecting and analyzing big 
data on human behavior patterns—using networks of sensors and micro-
controllers (tiny computer systems that combine processing, memory, 
and input/output devices)—to make cities more sustainable and more 
livable. Sensors detect activity, and microcontrollers analyze the data 
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against targets and deliver output to users (through some linked device, 
like a smartphone) to influence their behavior. For example, consider how 
today’s access to traffic data may lead you to choose a different route home. 
More-sophisticated systems could eventually control the car itself, leaving 
driver decisions out of it.

A target for innovation far less ambitious than driverless cars is the 
building itself. The use of sensors for operating and maintaining buildings 
is a strategy to minimize environmental harm and enrich the user experi-
ence. A 2011 McKinsey study on resource productivity placed improved 
building energy efficiency first of 130 opportunities. The report identified 
potential savings of almost $700 billion by 2030, if we took advantage 
of new, improved, energy-efficient buildings.20 According to the Center 
for Climate and Energy Solutions, buildings have been responsible for 
38 percent of carbon emissions.21 Leading experts around the world main-
tain that the potential to build environmentally sustainable buildings is 
vastly underrealized.

At nearly 3.4 percent of the US GDP, construction, already a large 
industry, is growing to accommodate urban growth around the world. The 
industry, however, is fraught with waste and inefficiency.22 Buildings are 
thus not only the largest opportunity for emission reductions but also the 
most cost-effective. In fact, of the cost-neutral reduction opportunities 
across all sectors identified by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, 90 percent come from reduction measures in the building sector.23 
The potential to build and retrofit green buildings and infrastructure is 
thus enormous. Funding mechanisms, however, remain underdeveloped 
despite the promise of significant economic returns over time.24

In sum the need for innovation in the built environment is widely 
felt, and cities are a primary domain for that innovation.25 The Internet has 
already transformed many businesses,26 and today it seems only a matter 
of time before the physical landscape catches up.

Companies large and small have been developing technologies—
including sensors, software, and data analytics—to make cities more 
environmentally sustainable, livable, and functional. For example, some 
explore systems to reduce energy consumption or manage traffic flows on 
city streets. Others develop integrated solutions to help city governments, 
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like IBM Smarter Cities and Cisco Smart+Connected Communities. 
According to a 2011 Cisco news release, the aim was to “transform 
physical communities”; a smart-city approach encapsulated “a new way 
of thinking about how communities are designed, built, managed, and 
renewed to achieve social, economic, and environmental sustainability.”27 
Large companies have the advantage of resources to fund the needed 
research and the pilot projects, but startups have the advantage of believing 
anything is possible. We talked to executives in both arenas and decided 
to focus on a startup to see how this might play out.

As we did so, every day it seemed a new innovation would enter 
the smart-city arena, some more outlandish than others. “The Smartest 
Cities Will Use People as Their Sensors: By networking individuals and 
their gadgets, urban apps will tell inhabitants what is happening all around 
them, in real time,” ran a headline in Scientific American.28 Many had 
potential. For example, Trash Track, a Seattle-based innovation, reveals 
how garbage flows through and out of the city’s waste management system, 
identifying items traveling around the United States to legal and illegal 
dumps. The results uncovered ways to improve compliance and mini-
mize carbon dioxide emissions by transporting waste more efficiently. 
Real-Time Copenhagen generates data about shifting traffic and pollution 
patterns, as well as where nightlife is unfolding. “As Sea Levels Rise, Dutch 
See Floating Cities” ran the headline to a New York Times story about 
Dutch architects investigating the possibility of a floating Holland.29 There 
seemed to be no end to human inventiveness.

Sobering realities and exciting possibilities co-exist in an uneasy 
partnership in this space, but there is no question that assessing the earth’s 
resources against humanity’s growing needs poses an immense opportu-
nity for audacious innovation.

A Perfect Storm

While smart-technology innovations around the globe percolate, two 
intertwined megatrends have laid the foundation for their eventual use. 
One trend is growing awareness of threats to the sustainability of the earth’s 
natural environment. The second is the rapid rise in the number of people 
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moving into and living in cities. Combined, these large-scale shifts create 
a perfect storm for urban innovation.

Megatrend One: Climate Change

News of floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, famine, chronic disease, toxic 
waste, nuclear winter, and species extinctions have become too frequent 
to count. Epic storms with human names—Katrina, Sandy, Haiyan (in 
the Philippines)—increasingly terrify and devastate. A 2010 article in 
Scientific American, darkly titled “How Much Is Left? The Limits of Earth’s 
Resources,” presented a long and frightening list of concerns: glacier melt 
(in some places more than a half meter per year); oil scarcity (by 2050 we 
will have used all but 10 percent of the earth’s available oil); freshwater 
scarcity (by 2025 renewable water reserves may drop below 500 cubic 
meters per person per year, considered the minimum for a functioning 
society); and even mass extinction (biologists warn of events on par with 
those that killed the dinosaurs).30 Climate change threatens to alter every-
thing about our lives, from agriculture and food supplies to productivity 
and the frequency of extreme weather events. The Scientific American 
article also estimated that even coal, long thought inexhaustible, would 
dwindle to nothing by 2072, given the current rates of extraction.

Our ability to feed ourselves in the future has been increasingly 
revealed as precarious. Even today roughly 925 million people are hungry. 
And the number is growing; the United Nations’ Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) warned that by 2080, 600 million additional people 
could be at risk of hunger as a direct result of climate change.31 In addition 
to those who face starvation, many more will be chronically malnourished. 
The Scientific American report predicted that counteracting the ill effects 
of climate change on nutrition would cost more than $7 billion per year 
by 2050, while the FAO and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development warned that the direct impacts of climate disruptions 
on food production patterns would lead to more “extreme volatility events 
on international food commodities markets.”32

Ecological footprint analysis, introduced in a 1992 University of 
British Columbia doctoral dissertation, compares human demand on 
nature with the biosphere’s ability to regenerate resources and provide 
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services.33 It does this by assessing the biologically productive land and 
marine area required to produce the resources a population consumes 
and absorb the corresponding waste using prevailing technology. The 
WWF (formerly known as the World Wildlife Fund), a proponent of 
this approach, claims that the human footprint already has exceeded the 
biocapacity (the available supply of natural resources) of the planet by 
20 percent.34 Yet, as readers well know, the earth’s population continues to 
rise. The United Nations (UN) estimates that the global population will 
grow from 6.5 billion in 2010 to 8.5 billion in 2050.35 Moreover, the average 
standard of living across the globe, which translates into greater per capita 
resource consumption, has also risen steadily. Clearly, with more people 
consuming more, the ecological footprint problem is exacerbated.

Megatrend Two: Urbanization

We are fast becoming an urban planet. With 180,000 new people moving 
into cities each day, the twenty-first century is the era of urbanization. 
In 2008 the world reached an invisible but profound milestone: half of 
its population was living in cities, for the first time in history.36 By 2050, 
according to UN estimates, 70 percent of the world’s population will live 
in cities.37

Many of these cities have yet to be built. China’s announcement in 
spring 2013 of plans to move 250 million people into cities over the next 
15 years sent ripples through the blogosphere.38 Some estimate a need 
for more than 10,000 new cities by 2050 to house an anticipated 3 billion 
new urban inhabitants. Such estimates represent a massive construc-
tion project.

Should this construction occur in the same way as it did in the creation 
of today’s existing cities? Logically, given environmental challenges, tech-
nological advances, and the relative speed of the growth in urbanization, 
this would not be the best approach. Letting cities merely evolve, as in 
centuries past, is likely to lead to sprawling slums and suburbs, excessive 
use of personal cars, divergent economic opportunities, inadequate infra-
structure, and a lack of open space. Coming up with better-designed and 
more coordinated alternatives, however, requires collaborative innovation 
on an unprecedented scale.
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The specter of uncontrolled growth, marginalized slums, health 
issues, and social unrest in megacities with populations of more than 
10 million also looms large. By 2013 Tokyo, New York, Mexico City, 
and Shanghai had populations in excess of 20 million. The Endless City, 
published in 2007, with its sequel, Living in the Endless City (2011), show-
cased writings by architects, mayors, urban planners, policy makers, and 
others on concerns about physical growth in cities and on how to improve 
the quality of life in megacities.39 Some expressed a faith in technology to 
solve social and physical problems associated with growth; others put faith 
in visionary leadership.

Cities are places of modernity and opportunity. Nonetheless not all 
of tomorrow’s new urbanites will relocate voluntarily. In his October 2011 
speech on World Habitat Day, Dr. Joan Clos, executive director of the 
UN Human Settlements Programme, warned that by 2050 we can expect 
more than 200 million environmental refugees from the effects of floods, 
drought, overheating, and other climate-related disasters. Left to chance, 
urbanization is unlikely to proceed optimally for both the environment 
and the residents.

Adding 2 billion people to the planet is like adding two Chinas to the 
number of people alive today. Leaving aside for now the issue of whether 
forecasts are destiny, it is clear that large numbers of people will need 
food, water, and other resources on a planet that, as noted, already faces 
stretched resources. Leading scientists in climate-related fields have argued 
that human activity is already shaping climate and the web of life.

Together these megatrends call for innovation that is no less signifi-
cant than a third era in the history of cities,40 no less than a new order of 
things. How can leaders today—armed with ambitious visions and complex, 
fallible technologies and organizations—help bring this about? The rest of 
this book explores this question. See Five Leadership Lessons for Building 
the Future: A Preview for a summary of the lessons that unfold in the 
chapters ahead.

Overview of This Book

Chapter 2 tells the story of how a small, unlikely band of entrepreneurs 
from different countries and industry backgrounds teamed up to create a 
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Five Leadership Lessons for 
Building the Future: A Preview

Lesson 1: Start with Big Vision

Building the future starts with a bold and meaningful vision—but 
with a twist: the vision must be open and big enough to evolve as a 
result of others’ input and with the emerging insights derived from 
new experiences.

Lesson 2: Foster Big Teaming

Building the future requires teamwork that bridges industry cultures—
which takes empathy and skill.

Lesson 3: Celebrate Mavericks

Future-building gets a boost from successful, credible experts who 
glimpse new possibilities and help shift the conversation in an industry.

Lesson 4: Embrace Small Action

Building the future is an iterative learning process—a series of small 
actions that help realize the evolving big vision.

Lesson 5: Balance Influence and Innovation

Building the future requires leaders to balance influencing (selling 
the vision) and innovating (developing the vision through small 
smart action).

new company called Living PlanIT. We get to know Steve Lewis, the CEO 
who envisioned the future and enrolled others to help enact it. While many 
were put off by Lewis’s enormous claims, some were drawn to the project 
by his charisma and experience, others by the company’s bold vision, and 
some by the promise of putting their talents to the highest use (not without 
personal sacrifice). Their stories convey the first leadership lesson: building 
the future starts with a bold and exciting vision to motivate others to join 
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an uncertain journey with no guarantee of success. From the IT geeks 
to the fiercely proud mayor who gave the fledgling company a piece of 
land on which to build its dream of the future, we see how different these 
players, these strange bedfellows, really are.

Chapter 3, which positions the startup in the IT industry, is the first 
of five chapters portraying norms, values, and expectations in a particular 
industry. As we explain, innovation and information technology go hand 
in hand. Software and hardware engineers expect change and are even 
comfortable with the inevitable failures that mark the path to successful 
new products. Living PlanIT’s early employees, for the most part, hailed 
from IT backgrounds. Several came from Microsoft. Some had remark-
able pedigrees, with successful stints at blue-chip companies. Others were 
younger and less accomplished. Many, true IT enthusiasts, relished the 
startup environment. They believed anything was possible (and in soft-
ware it’s almost true). They were young, idealistic, ambitious, and some-
times naive.

It becomes clear in this chapter that Living PlanIT cannot build a 
city on its own. The company must team up with other organizations, 
with vastly different resources and skill sets, if city building is going to 
happen. This is the nature of the nascent smart-city industry. In this way 
the second leadership lesson—future-building requires Big Teaming across 
industries—begins to take shape.

Chapter 4 focuses on the role of real estate development in building 
the future. We show how visionary leaders with the capacity to envision a 
new future can shift the conversation in an industry. Often such visionary 
leaders are inspired by a revelation—an aha moment that allows them to 
imagine a new order of things. This was the experience of Adrian Wyatt, 
the then CEO of London’s Quintain property investment and develop-
ment company, who opens the chapter. In this way chapter 4 brings out 
the third leadership lesson: the importance of engaging industry mavericks 
who have vision as well as credibility built on past success. We examine 
the opportunities and the challenges of Living PlanIT’s new partnership 
with Quintain, as well as how shared vision brought it about. But deals, 
especially big deals, are not built on vision alone. The challenges of Big 
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Teaming become especially apparent in the professional chasm that lies 
between IT and real estate development.

Chapter 5 introduces local government as a critical partner in the 
cross-industry teaming of building the urban future. These are the elected 
officials and civil servants who regulate the present while aspiring to build 
the future for their constituents. We meet Celso Ferreira, part visionary, 
part pragmatist, the elegant Portuguese mayor in search of a legacy. He 
too is a maverick—out ahead of the curve in envisioning the future city. 
We then meet the remarkably thoughtful policy analyst Robin Daniels, 
who ably bridges the worlds of technology, government, real estate, and 
business. Boundary spanners like Daniels, we argue, play a crucial role in 
building the future by facilitating Big Teaming.

In chapter 6 we dig into construction and architecture—fields with 
limited attention to IT historically yet central in today’s plans to create 
new or retrofitted cities of any size. We meet two members of Quintain’s 
construction team and recognize how their comfort with visual and 
tangible objects is vital to innovation. They long to see shovels hitting dirt. 
We also consider the role of architects—right-brain thinkers who astonish 
with their visual fluency, their ability to pick up a pen and an unlined piece 
of paper and create visions of the future. They readily glimpse new possi-
bilities. We meet the stylish and iconoclastic Portuguese architect Pedro 
Balonas, who worked on a master plan for the new city Living PlanIT 
hoped to build. Can they team up with IT? The clash of ideology and 
temperament between construction and software is revealed in stark relief.

Chapter 7 explains that high-tech corporate giants embody conser-
vatism and an appetite for innovation at the same time. Can they help 
bridge the gulf between the IT startup and the real estate developer? We 
meet two executives who joined Living PlanIT, leaving major corporate 
roles behind, and who seemed, at first, perfectly suited to help the young 
company grow up and get serious. Their pragmatism, their appetite for 
action, balances the visionary. Observing a flurry of meetings and memos 
of understanding (MOUs) that spread over months that turned into years, 
we see how the corporate world constitutes another distinct culture in the 
smart-city landscape. In the meantime Living PlanIT faces more than its 
share of small setbacks. We glimpse the potential hazards of successful 
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external influencing activities that shortchange internal innovation efforts, 
as Lewis’s penchant for the limelight, for shaping the global smart-city 
dialogue, grew to dominate his schedule.

Chapter 8 weaves together the insights and examples from chapters 
3 through 7 to focus on teaming across industries—its challenges as well 
as the opportunities for overcoming them. We integrate our case study 
data with social psychological research to identify the culture clash that 
lies between industries, to examine its implications for Big Teaming, and 
to suggest leadership strategies for overcoming it. How can leaders bridge 
the psychological divides that separate industry domains? We dig more 
deeply into what leaders can do to build creative, psychologically safe 
interpersonal spaces to team up across industry “fault lines.”

Chapter 9 updates the unfolding Living PlanIT story as of 2015: 
several promising smart-city projects were under way as we finished writing 
this book. This chapter highlights the fourth leadership lesson: the need to 
embrace small action as a strategy for making progress on a big vision. 
We reflect on the audacity and brilliance and on the naiveté and blind-
ness (blindness in the present perhaps unwittingly caused by an intense 
focus on the future) that fueled and inhibited the company’s progress. 
We conclude with the fifth leadership lesson: the need for future-building 
leaders to balance the competing goals of influencing and innovating.
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